SAFARI CAMP
YALA

A haven for man and beast
Cradled in the wilderness of the legendary Yala National Park, Jetwing Safari Camp offers
you an enriched wildlife experience like no other. Your safari begins the moment you step
in - with echoing bird calls from dawn till dusk to frequent visits from elephants and wild
boars, close encounters with enthralling creatures will be abundant.

Your guides in the wild
Witness Yala’s elusive creatures and discover its many natural wonders with bespoke safaris
led by our expert team of rangers. Drawing from their expertise, intuition and vast wealth
of knowledge on all things wild, our rangers will guide you on intimate wildlife encounters
and take you to the best sights whilst narrating interesting stories.

A luxury safari hideaway
Nestled amidst the incredible flora and fauna, our ten butler-serviced jungle tents are the
perfect abode in the bush, including an air-cooling unit, an en-suite bathroom and a private
wooden deck which lets you revel in the sights and sounds of the fascinating wildlife of
Yala.

At your service
Your personal butler is on hand to tend to your needs around the clock. From early morning
wake-up calls for a sunrise safari to arranging special dining around the camp, our team
of butlers will do their absolute best to ensure that you have an extraordinary wildlife
experience at Jetwing Safari Camp.

Let adventure unravel
Our all-inclusive package lets you get a closer look at the awe-inspiring wildlife of Yala, all
the while being pampered with the best of Sri Lankan hospitality. Venture out on a jeep
with our experienced rangers and immerse yourself in the magnificence of the wilderness;
share the tales of an exciting day while sipping your favourite cocktail and indulging in
exquisite cuisine brimming with local flavours.

Think Beach, Think Yala
With the azure Indian Ocean just a few steps away - unwind and soak in the views,
take long strolls along the sun-kissed sands and enjoy the refreshing sea breeze. With
internationally trained lifeguards patrolling the beach, you could enjoy a dip in the pristine
blue waters or play a game of beach volleyball.

